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Part I 

Answerall 28 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial credit 
will be allowed. For each question, write on the separate answer sheet the numeral preceding the 
word or expression that best completes the statement or answers the question. [56] 

Use this space for 


1 In the diagram below of circle 0, chord AB II chord CD, and computations. 


chord CD II chord EF. 


Which statement must be true? 

....-.. ....-..
@fE-i5F (3) AC :::::CE 
-.. (2) AC:::::i5F (4) EF -CD 

2 What is the negation of the statement "I am not going to eat ice 

cream"? 


(1) I like ice cream. 

@ I am going to eat ice cream. 

(3) If! eat ice cream, then I like ice cream. 

(4) If I don't like ice cream, then I don't eat ice cream. 
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Use this space for 
3 The diagram below shows a right pentagonal prism. computations. 

F H 

'GE 1 _____ J D , \ , \ , \ 

.' \, \ , \ , \ 

A ' 	 \ 

B 

Which statement is always true? 

(1) BC II ED 	 (3) FJ II IH 

(2) FcilcD 	 @cBIIHC 

4 	In isosceles triangle ABC, AB = BC. Which statement will always be 
true? 

(1) mLB = mLA @mLA=mLC 

(2) mLA> mLB (4) mLC < mLB 

B 

tJ e 
Ii 

C 
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Use this space for 
5 The rectangle ABCD shown in the diagram below will be reflected computations. 

across the x-axis. 

y c 

x 

What will not be preserved?o slope of AB 

(2) parallelism of AB and CD 

(3) length of AB 

(4) measure of LA 

6 A right circular cylinder has an altitude of 11 feet and a radius of 
5 feet. What is the lateral area, in square feet, of the cylinder, to the 
nearest tenth? 

(1) 172.7 R~ 345.4 L -:. ").1Jy~
(2) 172.8 \0V345.6 

'1 )1J.~.}) 
~) tf>.t 
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Use this space for 
7 A transversal intersects two lines. Which condition would always make computations. 

the two lines parallel? 

(1) Vertical angles are congruent. 

@ Alternate interior angles are congruent. 

(3) Corresponding angles are supplementary. 

(4) Same-side interior angles are complementary. 

8 	 If the diagonals of a quadrilateral do not bisect each other, then the 
quadrilateral could be a 

(1) rectangle 	 (3) square 

(2) rhombus 	 @trapezoid 

9 \ Vhat is the converse of the statement "If Bob does his homework, 
then George gets candy"? 

@ If George gets candy, then Bob does his homework. 

(2) Bob does his homework if and only if George gets candy. 

(3) IfGeorge does not get candy, then Bob does not do his homework. 

(4) If Bob does not do his homework, then George does not get candy. 
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R. p ~ 
10 In h.PQR, PQ = 8, QR = 12, and RP = 13. Which statement about 

Use this space for 
computations. 

the angles of 6.PQR must be true? 

@mLQ > mLP > mLR (3) mLR > mLP > mLQ 

(2) mLQ > mLR > mLP (4) mLP> mLR > mLQ 

11 Given: 

y = ix - 3 

y = x2 + 8x + 12 

In which quadrant will the graphs of the given equations intersect? 

(1) I C@,hn 
(2) n (4) IV 
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Use this space for 
12 Which diagram shows the construction of an equilateral triangle? computations. 

(3) 


(2) 	 (4) 

13 	Line segment AB is tangent to circle 0 at A. Which type of triangle is 
always formed when points A, B, and 0 are connected? oright· 	 (3) scalene 

(2) 	 obtuse (4) isosceles 
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Use this space for 
14 What is an equation for the circle shown in the graph below? computations. 

y 

x 

(1) 	 x2 + y2 = 2 (3) x2 + y2 = 8 

(2) 	 x2 + y2 = 4 @x2 + y2 = 16 

15 	Which transformation can map the letter 5 onto itself? 

(1) 	 glide reflection .~ line reflection 

(2) 	 translation @rotation 

16 	In isosceles trapezoid ABCD, AB - CD. IfBC = 20, AD = 36, and 
AB = 17, what is the length of the altitude of the trapezoid? 

(1) 	 10 @ 15 Q 
(2) 	 12 (4) 16 D J..() 

D 
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17 In plane rp, lines m and n intersect at point A. Ifline k is perpendicular 
to line m and line n at point A, then line k is 

(1) contained in plane (P @ perpendicular to plane rp 

(2) parallel to plane rp (4) skew to plane rp 

Use this space for 
computations. 

18 The diagram below shows AB and DE. 

y 

x 

Which transformation will move AB onto DE such that point D is the 
image of point A and point, E is the image of point B? 

(1) T3,-3 ;2.\ Rgoo 

(2) Dl {s9 ry = x 
2: 
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Use this space for 
19 In the diagram below of circle 0, chords AE and DC intersect at computations. 

point B, such that mAC = 36 and mDE = 20. 

What is mLABC? 

(1) 56 

(2) 36 

20 	The diagram below shows the construction of a line through point P 
perpendicular to line m. 

p 

'---~~------r-----~~--~m 

Which statement is demonstrated by this construction? 

(1) 	 If a line is parallel to a line that is perpendicular to a third line, 
then the line is also perpendicular to the third line. 

@The set ofpoints equidistant from the endpOints ofa line segment 
- is the perpendicular bisector of the segment. 

(3) 	 Two lines are perpendicular if they are equidistant from a given 
point. 

(4) 	 Two lines are perpendicular if they intersect to form a vertical line. 
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21 \Vhat is the length, to the nearest tenth, of the line segment joining 
the points (-4,2) and (146,52)? 

Use this space for 
computations. 

(1) 

(2) 

141.4 

150.5 

(3) 151.9 

@ 158.1 

22 	\Vhat is the slope of a line perpendicular to the line whose equation is 
y = 3x + 4? 

(1) , 13 (3) 3 


@-~ (4) -3 


23 In the diagram below of circle 0, secant AB intersects circle ° at D, 
secant AOe intersects circle 0 at E, AE = 4, AB = 12, and DB = 6. 

B 

AL---+-----r--.------~C 

(Not drawn to scale) 

What is the length of Oe? 

(1) 	 4.5 (3) 9 

(4) 14(97 
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Use this space for 
24 	The diagram below shows a pennant in the shape of an isosceles computations. 

triangle. The equal sides each measure 13, the altitude is x + 7, and 
the base is 2x. 

y l.t{X+7]'\ nL 

.x l.+ X1..+7)+7x IY4~J6,cj 
d-x~ t)Lfx -})(); 0 

What is the length of the base? 

(1) 5 (3) 12 ~ J-f 7 X - 6D ~ Q

® 10 (4) 24 (x f lJ) (x~5) -; ()


t:4 x~~ 
25 	In the diagram below of MBC, CD is the bisector of LBCA, AE is d-x-:..' D 

the bisector of LCAB, and BG is drawn. 

B 

BG- )5 ~J;() QY) 
A~------------------~C 

t4Yl9)e ,6j5:dov~ 
Which statement must be true? 'j' ; Y) c,u , f I rrft-YS ~ C- is 
(1) 	 DG = EG (3) LAEB - LAEC 

(2) 	 AG = BG @ LDBG-LEBG f k. (6)t ('ur yt)1 Lf--- AE.---of GD ~ 
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Use this space for 
26 In the diagram below of circle 0, chords AD and BC intersect at E. computations. 

o 

Which relationship must be true? 

(1) 6CAE - 6DBE (3) LACB =LCBD 


@6AEC-6BED (4) CA - DB 


27 Two Unes arc represented by the eqllationst-ky ~ 6x + l,and ",f~~ 
y = mx. For which value of m will the lines be parallel? 

G1) - 12 	 (3) 3 ;.., ___)1 ') V _ J A, 

(2) -3 	 (4) 12 ,Y ~/\~) 

28 	The coordinates of the vertices of parallelogram ABCD are A( -3,2), 
B( -2, -1), C(4,l), and D(3,4). The slopes of which line segments 
could be calculated to show that ABCD is a rectangle? 

(1) AB and DC (3) AD and BC -:J 

@AB and BC (4) AC and BD 0 


~-------tC 

I 
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Part II 

Answer all 6 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 
1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be 
done in pencil. [12] 

29 	Tim is going to paint a wooden sphere that has a diameter of 12 inches. Find the surface area of 
the sphere, to the nearest square inch. 

5II 'l Lt1rr l

-; ~ rr ·Ii, 'J

~ LfCjJ

30 	In the diagram below of MBG, DE is a mid segment of MBG, DE = 7, AB = 10, and BG = 13. 
Find the perimeter of MBG. 

B 

Jo J) 
7 

A 
Itt 	

c 
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31 In right L.DEF, mLD = 90 and mLF is 12 degrees less than twice mLE. Find mLE. 

~ 

~ 
\ 

~"'J-'"
'\,'",

'"\, 
\. 

\ 
\ 

l-z ~ 
D 

Jx ~ )1 l'X .;-er 0 -, 1~() 
)X t7f ? !~D 

~j!f' 
)' ~ sL/ 
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32 Triangle XYZ, shown in the diagram below, is reflected over the line x = 2. State the coordinates 
of ~X'Y'Z', the image of ~XYZ. 

y 

-r----~x 
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~ <----->
33 Two lines, AB and CRD , are parallel and 10 inches apart. Sketch the locus of all points that are 

~ <-----> 
equidistant from AB and CRD and 7 inches from point R. Label with an X each point that satisfies 
both conditions. 

A B 

~ ----..,.--
~. .. -' __~ ____ ____~__ ... _-..,J- .. 

c R D 

!
/1 
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34 The base ofa pyramid is a rectangle with a width of 6 cm and a length of8 cm. Find, in centimeters, 
the height of the pyramid if the volume is 288 cm3. 

V'· f tyJ \i 
)S~ ~ j:j. b · h 


) 

~ I,b~ 


f* 

t h 


d-D~ 
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Part III 

Answer all 3 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate fonnula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 
1 credit. All answers should be written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be 
done in pencil. [J:2J 

35 	Given: Quadrilateral ABCD ]th AB - CD, AD - BC, and diagonal BD is drawn 


Prove: LBDC - LABD C 


A-----+f---..., D 
C')A~f/X]phr 	 _ _g~f~_!~N' .-.--.-...~--..--.-------t 

) qvtJ.)v:1AP-yA-} AfJC0 u;;{-~ (j) GiW r"',, 

A8~C5JA~ m) 4n~ 
tA.i!JlhAL 8D (iJ ~f).{:7 ,'yf
81) ~ DB 

()) 5>S"
....- ~L1AB~~LlGDB 
&J Cpc/leL BtJC ~ L ABO 
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36 Find an equation of the linc passing through tIw point (6)5) and perpendicular to the line whose 
equation is 2y + :3x = 6, 

L 
Geometry - June ']0 [20J 



37 	Write an equation of the circle whose diameter AB has endpoints A( -4,2) and B(4, -4). 
[The use of the grid below is optional.] 

(~ l/ tlf ).t'If1 - (0 .. )')
M)VPblNi ~)-'J-)" )./, 

j)}S1'JWGE d~~4) ~+ o~ ~v).. ,{ fj; :> ID 

r~S-
(""$ d-S 

i 	 I
I 	 I 

j' 	 I 
I 

',I 	

i 

I.-.-..-- -'-"--'r'-'-' .-..........-. 
I 

.J' I 

...J...--4--

I 

I I 	 1 
I 
j" 	

i 
! Ii! t 

I I I i fr····-- .---- -.---t--.-. --+-- ---.,--I----f--- ---1--- f---I---'r--'-- --- ._- -.---t---- ---.
! I I I I
I I '; 

! I! 1 
i 

I 	 ! i! 

L._.__...._._.__._.._.1_._. ___._._ _._ .__._._L._..___.__ __._.._.....__ ._._.__.._._.._ ....__._:.[~:_ ....____.___..._.1....._.-.1_._.._._...._._.._._. 
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Part IV 

Answer the question in this part. A correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly indicate 
the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. 
A correct numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. The answer should 
be written in pen. [6] 

38 	In the diagram below, quadrilateral STAR is a rhombus with diagonals SA and TR intersecting 
at E. ST = 3x + :30, SR = 8x - 5, SE = 3z, TE = 5z + 0, AE = 4z - 8, mLRTA = .5y - 2, and 
rnLTAS = 9y + 8. Find SR, RT, and mLTAS. 

8x - 5 

<t{I] ..5 
~(l~"/ 

R 

s 3x + 30 

A 

T 

(5y - 2)° 

9yr gf>y...j :;~OYx- C) ~ )~ f'O 
J II Y fb ., 9D).x -,15' 

X~-7 	 Itt)·J1 
Ttl\ J~ 
y::G 
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